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Abstract—Authentication of a person is to ascertain his/her identity is an important problem in the society. Among various physiological traits (biometrics), ear has gained much popularity in recent years as it has been formed to be the reliable biometrics for human recognition. Ear recognition consists of the two important steps:-

I. Ear Detection
II. Ear Recognition

Ear Detection causes the segmentation of the ear from the profile face. In this project we have decided to work on an available database and implement the neural network for the classification of the person from the specific image.

Index Terms—Ear recognition, SURF matching, Neural Networks, Concept Learning.

I. INTRODUCTION

Human ears offer some distinct advantages over other biometric modalities: they have a wealthy of structural features that are permanent with increasing age from about 8 to 70 years old, and they are not affected by the expression variations. Current ear recognition approaches have exploited how to use 2D ear image and 3D ear model for human identification. At present, 3D ear recognition performs well in illumination variation or pose variation, but it needs expensive computation and special equipment’s, most of the recent works on ear recognition are focused on 2D images because using 2D images is more consistent with deployment in surveillance or other planar image scenarios. Recent research on ear recognition in 2D can be categorized as follows: ear recognition under controlled environment, ear recognition with pose variation and ear recognition under partial occlusion. In constrained environment, the proposed ear recognition methods perform well. But in real applications, human. Ears will be occluded in some scenarios. So ear recognition under occlusion, pose variation or with noisy images are unavoidable problems. A direct comparison is made with other recognition techniques for ear recognition. The proposed method in the paper achieves better recognition performance.

II. PROBLEM DEFINITION

Amidst many biometric identification systems, ear has received special light in the recent years due to its reliability as a unique biometric trait. Here, we have proposed a system which uses twelve features of the ear. They represent manually measured distances among various feature points.

This paper suggests that ear can be used as a biometric system using a limited number of features. The decidability index of the ear is found to be more than that of the face but less than that of iris. The decidability index represents the separation of genuine and false scores for a biometric system. The characteristics responsible for making ear popular as a biometric system are given below:

1. Ear has a uniform color distribution; also it doesn’t depend on expressions like face.
2. Ear’s shape remains constant from the age of 8 to 70.
3. Ear is easy to detect and localize as the background remains constant.
4. Ear’s size is much larger than other systems like fingerprints, iris, etc.
5. It’s not affected by cosmetics and spectacles.
6. It’s a passive trait and doesn’t need cooperation of the person.

In spite of ear having so many favorable properties, the low accuracy rate of ear recognition systems has kept it far from regular usage. Here, we try to change that and improve ear recognition efficiency by coming up with a modified approach. Any ear recognition system has two steps:

1. Ear Detection
2. Ear Recognition.

Ear Detection is the segmentation of the ear from the profile face picture. Recognition is the recognition of the with respect to the ear that has been segmented. Poor contrast and illumination, noise, poor database and probe image are the few problems faced in this system. We propose a 2D ear recognition technique from an already segmented database. We use three parallel image enhancement techniques to neutralize the problems of poor contrast and illumination. We use the local features of the ear to handle poor registration of database and probe images.

III. VARIOUS EAR RECOGNITION METHODS

The present ear recognition techniques in 2D can be classified into: appearance based techniques, force field transformation based techniques, geometric features based techniques and neural network based techniques. Principal Component Analysis (PCA), Independent Component Analysis (ICA) fall under appearance based techniques. PCA uses the training database to discover the orthogonal vectors which represent the max variance with minimum reconstruction mean square error; it drops the initial vector thinking that it represents the illumination changes in the given image. When present features are less, then PCA is observed to be working more efficiently than ICA. PCA and ICA can only be used when the images are captured in controlled environment. They do not give any invariance and thus are require very accurate registered database for efficient and consistent results.
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Force field based techniques transform the ear into a force field and uses it to extract features. In this, the image is considered to be a collection of mutual attracting particles that act as a source of Gaussian force field. This technique has proven itself to be more efficient than PCA when the images are not properly registered. Burge and Burger [1] have come up with an ear recognition technique using its geometric features. The ear has been represented using a nearest neighborhood graph whereas template comparison has been done through sub graph matching. In this technique, shape feature vector and structural feature vector are used to extract the features of the outer and inner ear respectively. The first well known technique used for ear detection is due to Burge and Burger [4]. It has detected ears with the help of the deformable contour. But contour initialization in this technique needs user interaction. As a result, ear localization is not fully automatic so Hurley et al,[5] have used force field technique to get the ear location properly. This technique claims that it does not require exact ear localization for ear recognition. However, it this technique is only applicable when a small background is present in ear image. In [6] Yan and Bowyer have used manual technique based on two-line landmark to detect ear where one line is taken along the border between the ear and the face while other line is considered from the top of the ear to the bottom. The 2D ear localization technique proposed by the Alvarez et al [7] uses the ovoid and active contour (snake) [11] models. Ear boundary is estimated by fitting the contour of an ear in the image by combining snake and ovoid models. This technique requires the initial approximated ear contour to execute and hence cannot be used in the fully automated ear recognition system. There is no mathematical evaluation of the technique. Yan and Bowyer [8] have proposed the another technique by considering a predefined sector from the nose tip as the probable ear region. It first computes the ear pit using the curvature information obtained from 3D data and uses its boundary to initialize active contour which detects the ear boundary. It fails if the ear pit is occluded. It produces 78.79% correct ear segmentation when only color information is used for active contour conversion. Ansari and Gupta [9] have presented the ear detection technique based on edges of the outer ear helices. The accuracy of the technique is reported to be 93.34% on 700 sample images collected at IIT Kanpur. This technique solely relies on the parallelism between the outer helix curves and does not use any structural information present in the inner part of the ear and hence, it may fail if the helix edges are poor. Yuan and Mu [10] have proposed the technique based on the skin-color and contour information. It detects ear by roughly estimating the ear location and thus by improving the localization using the contour information. It considers the ear shape elliptical and fits an ellipse to the edges to get the accurate position of the ear. There is no quantitative evaluation reported for this technique. Another ear localization technique which exploits the elliptical shape of the ear has been proposed it has been successfully tested on 252 images of 63 individuals selected from XM2VTS and 942 image pairs of 302 subjects of UND database. For XM2VTS database which is relatively small and has less complex images, this technique has achieved 100% detection rate. However for UND database which contains the complex images, it has offered only 91% detection rate. Moreover, the assumption of considering ear shape as an elliptical for all the subjects may not be true and hence, may not help in detection of the ear. So in this paper we propose a new and efficient technique for the ear recognition in 2D images.

IV. PROPOSED TECHNIQUES

1. IMAGE ENHANCEMENT:
As discussed earlier, our method uses two parallel image enhancement algorithms to remove the problems of poor illumination and contrast from the images. These are given below:

Images used for the ear recognition may be affected by various factors i.e. noise, contrast, illumination. There arises the need of enhancement of the images before the recognition of the images. This section describes the algorithms to be used for the enhancement of the images. It briefly focuses on the three enhancement techniques namely

A. Adaptive Histogram Equalization

B. Non-Local Filter Means

C. Bilinear Interpolation

2. ADAPTIVE HISTOGRAM EQUALIZATION:

This technique divides the image into tiles which are non-overlapping and performs histogram equalization on each tile, thereby improving the contrast of the image.

Let \( I \in \mathbb{R}^{a \times b} \) of size \( a \times b \) to be enhanced. It is divided into tiles and then stitched together to get an overall enhanced image. This algorithm is used to improve the contrast of the images.

Input: Ear image \( I \in \mathbb{R}^{a \times b} \) of size \( a \times b \). Output: Enhanced Image \( I' \in \mathbb{R}^{a \times b} \) of size \( a \times b \).

1. Divide image \( I \) into tiles \( T_i, i=1 \ldots n \), each of the size \( a \times \beta \), where \( \alpha \leq a, \beta \leq b \) and \( n = \frac{a \times b}{a \times \beta} \).
2. for \( i=1 \) to \( n \) do
3.   \( I'_i = \) Enhance the contrast of the tile \( T_i \) by the formula
4.   \( I'_i = \frac{a \times b}{a \times \beta} \cdot \frac{I_i - \mu}{\sigma} + \mu \).
5. end for
6. Obtain \( I' \), by stitching all the values of \( T_i, s, i=1 \ldots n \). Bilinear interpolation is used to remove all artificial induced boundaries that may occur while stitching \( T_i, \forall i \) with its neighbours.
7. Return \( I' \).

B. NON LOCAL FILTER MEANS:

This technique is used for removing noise from the image. It assumes that for every small window in the image, many similar windows can be found in the image which can be used for noise reduction. This algorithm is used for reducing the noise in the images.
Figure 1. Basic Structure of the System

Input: Ear image \( I \in \mathbb{R}^{a \times b} \) of size \( a \times b \).
Output: Enhanced Image \( I \in \mathbb{R}^{a \times b} \) of size \( a \times b \).

1. For all pixels \( p = (x, y) \in I, x \in [1 \ldots a], y \in [1 \ldots b] \) do

2. \( I_o(p)=\sum_{z \in I} w(p, z)I(z) \)

Where \( w(p, z) = \frac{1}{Z(p)} \frac{e^{-G\sigma||I(z)-I(z_o)||^2}}{h_z} \)

And \( G\sigma||I(z)-I(z_o)||^2 \) denotes the Gaussian weighted Euclidian’s Distance.

3. end for.
4. Return \( I_o \).

2. FEATURE EXTRACTION:

SURF is used to extract the features of the ear in our technique. SURF can catch the properties of spatial organization. It uses salient feature points to represent an image. With every point, there’s a descriptor vector of 128 dimensions. These features are then fused to get a fused template.

Input: Two sets of descriptor vectors \( D^1 = \{D^1_1, D^1_2, \ldots, D^1_m\} \) and \( D^2 = \{D^2_1, D^2_2, \ldots, D^2_n\} \) corresponding to \( n \) and \( m \) key points of the images \( I_1 \) and \( I_2 \) to be matched and matching threshold is \( \tau \in (0, 1) \).

Output: Matching score \( N \) stating number of matching descriptor vectors in two images.

1. \( N \leftarrow 0 \)
2. \( \text{for } i=0 \text{ to } n \) do
3. \( \text{for } j=0 \text{ to } n \) do
4. \( \text{Compute } distance[j]=\text{Euclidian Distance}(D^1_i, D^2_j) \);
5. \( \text{end for} \)
6. \( \text{Compute} \ [\text{Sort_Dist,Orginal_Index}]=\text{Sort(distance)} \) where \( \text{Sort}() \) is a function which sorts distance array in ascending order and returns sorted distance values in array \( \text{Sort_Dist} \) and their corresponding original index values of the distance array in an \( \text{Orginal_Index} \).
7. \( \text{if } \frac{\text{Sort_Dist}[1]}{\text{Sort_Dist}[2]} \leq \tau \) then
8. \( \text{Descriptor vector } D^1_i \text{ of Image } I_1 \text{ matches to the descriptor of } D^2_{\text{Orginal_Index}[1]} \text{ of Image } I_2 \) where \( \text{Original_Index}[1] \) is the index of the matched descriptor \( I_2 \).
9. \( N \leftarrow N+1 \)
10. \( \text{end if} \)
11. \( \text{end for} \)
12. Return matching score \( N \).

C. ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORKS

Here the ear prediction problem is tackled with the help of artificial neural network. An ANN is a mathematical representation of the human neural architecture, representing its “learning” and “generalization” capabilities.

Neural networks basically are a system of interconnected neurons which consists of 3 parts (as shown in figure 2) they are:

1. Input Layer
2. Hidden Layers
3. Output Layer

Figure 2. Basic Structure of the Neural Network

Feed forward neural network which is one of the first and simplest of neural network where information only moves in one direction i.e. forward and contains no cycles and loops.

There are two types of Feed forward neural networks:
A. Single-Layer Perception
B. Multi-Layer Perception

Multi-layer perception is fully connected i.e. output from each neuron either input or hidden is distributed to every other neuron in next layer. The number of hidden layers may vary. Back-Propagation is one of the most popular learning method used in multi-layer networks. In this method the output value is compared with some predefined correct value to calculate an appropriate value of some predefined error function. This computed value of error function is then fed back through the network. With the help of this information the algorithm alters the weights of each connection between neuron with the intention of reducing the value of error function. This process is repeated continuously until the value of error function is quite small. At that instance we can say that the network has learned certain function. Number of Hidden layers in the network plays an important role in accuracy for the network. There is no fix law for calculating the number of hidden layers a neural network should have. There are some empirically-derived rules-of-thumb, of these, the most commonly relied on is the optimal size of the hidden layer is usually between the size of the input and size of the output layers. Jeff Heaton [3].
Figure 3. Schema of a Back-Propagation Neural Network (BPNN)

In Figure 3 the BPNN has 3 layers in which all the node in input layer are connected to ever other node in the hidden layer and all the nodes in hidden layer are connected to every other node in next layer (Hidden or output). All the connections between nodes are directed and no nodes from the same layer are connected. Each of these connections have weights and these weights are altered using the BPNN algorithm in the training (learning) process. Also it is important to choose the number of training samples. According to Baum and Haussler [2], to guarantee a level of performance on a set of test samples obtained from the same training data we can place a bound on the training samples.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper the proposed method aims at improving the ear recognition and optimization system expected to have higher accuracy and optimized result. The system to be developed uses the combination of algorithm to meet its requirements. The Speed Up Robust Feature (SURF) algorithm follows nearest neighbor approach for optimization and then proceeds to follow different algorithm for normalization, feature extraction, template matching.

Our main job is
1. To provide security.
2. To obtain better accuracy and optimized results.
3. To get false accept and reject rate as low as possible.
4. To compare the algorithm with the system as whole.

VI. FUTURE SCOPE

We plan to create our own database of the students in our college for automatic attendance system. Ours being a developing nation has a major problem of proper identification of people in rural areas below poverty line. Ear recognition can be used in this sphere it being a non-intrusive and cheap mode of identification. In hospitals can be implemented to create medical history databases for all the people and use it across all the hospitals. It can also prove convenient in any emergency medical identification.
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